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Video: Dark Secrets of Globalists,  How They “Manipulate and Enslave Humanity”. Dean
Henderson

By Dean Henderson and Mike Adams, October 19, 2023

Who runs the world and what are their goals? The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) is setup
by Reagan in  1981 to  counterbalance the  nationalist  Arabs  in  the  region  like  Gaddafi,  the
Iranians, Iraqis, Algerians, etc, and to tip the oil scales in favor of the Western bankers
instead of the Arab people who sit on the oil and own the oil.

Zelensky Is Desperate: Can Biden Admin Trick GOP-dominated Congress to “Merge Military
Aid for Israel and Kiev”?

By Drago Bosnic, October 19, 2023

It’s  hardly  a  secret  that  the  embattled  Kiev  regime  is  terrified  of  the  looming  prospect  of
losing access to hundreds of billions of dollars in American military “aid”. Even before the
outbreak of hostilities in Gaza, the United States was going through a political crisis after the
GOP warhawk Kevin McCarthy was removed as House speaker.

Burkina Faso’s Nuclear Power Deal with Russia. Is Moscow Displacing Paris and Washington?

By Peter Koenig, October 19, 2023

Does the US have a military  base in  Burkina Faso? According to  several  international
analysts, the United States’s military involvement in Burkina Faso is opaque. However, the
Pentagon has a military contingent of about 100 “soldiers” in Burkina. Their role is mainly
training  Burkinabe’s  military,  says  Major  Andrew  Caulk,  public  affairs  director  for  Special
Operations  Command  Africa  (SOCAFRICA).
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U.S. Prepping to Deploy American Troops to Middle East, Israel Demands $10 Billion More in
Subsidy

By Ben Bartee, October 19, 2023

What a hell of an ally we have in the Middle East there in Israel. Truly indispensable. Its
warmonger leadership flirts recklessly with World War III  – while relying on the geopolitical
power of the United States, mind you, to back up its feigned bravado — while it sucks the
American treasury dry to the tune of billions of dollars per year and enlists the government
to mobilize troops whenever it snaps its fingers.

“Peace, War, and 9/11”: A Cinematic Portrait of Graeme MacQueen, A Warrior for Peace

By Edward Curtin, October 19, 2023

While there are powerful documentaries that focus exclusively on facts and are narrated by
omniscient and objective narrators, Peace, War, and 9/11, while also based on proven facts,
is doubly powerful because it is told by a man whose personal story is a moving example of
one who, from a young age, was inspired by a reverence for life and the embrace of non-
violence, and whose vocation long preceded his scholarly and anti-war pursuits.

Video:  “Operation  Gladio,  NATO’s  Secret  Armies”,  Daniele  Ganser  Exposes:  “USA,  The
Ruthless Empire”

By Dr. Daniele Ganser and James Corbett, October 19, 2023

Joining me today to discuss war, peace and the future of humanity is Daniele Ganser, an
historian, author, energy and peace researcher and head of the Swiss Institute for Peace
and Energy Research (SIPER). He is the author of the groundbreaking book on Operation
Gladio, NATO’s Secret Armies: Operation Gladio and Terrorism in Western Europe, and joins
us to today to discuss his latest book, USA: The Ruthless Empire.

We Humans Continue to Indifferently Massacre the Earth and One Another

By Irwin Jerome, October 18, 2023

The Jewish Revolt in the Warsaw Ghetto against the Nazi in 1943, and the Palestinian Revolt
in the Gaza Ghetto in 2023 against the Zionists, are virtually two sides of the same coin, the
proverbial shoe-on-the-other-foot, that represents the basis and prelude of a very long,
slow-burning old fuse, that has only just begun to explode in more calamitous ways than the
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world has yet to witness. 

Can Washington Simultaneously Handle Two War Theaters? Zelensky’s Failed Bid to Meet
Netanyahu Signals Ending of Western Interest?

By Ahmed Adel, October 18, 2023

Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelensky wanted to visit Israel on October 16 to express his
support for the country, but Israeli authorities made it clear to him that “the time is not
right,” reported Israeli outlet Ynet. This was a humiliating rejection for Zelensky, a Jew,
considering other world leaders are expected to visit the Jewish State in the coming days.

Netanyahu and the Banality of Evil

By Germán Gorraiz López, October 18, 2023

It is impossible to germinate in the twenty-first century given the absence on both sides of
valid interlocutors to negotiate a lasting peace that implies the mutual recognition of the
States of Israel and Palestine. Thus, former President Jimmy Carter, who went down in
history when he achieved the historic Camp David agreement between Israel and Egypt in
1979 in his book ‘Palestine, Peace not Apartheid’, denounces the “system of apartheid that
Israel applies to the Palestinians.”

Central Nervous System (CNS) Vasculitis: Blood Vessel Inflammation in the Brain Caused by
COVID-19 mRNA Vaccines

By Dr. William Makis, October 19, 2023

This is evidence of INFLAMMATION IN THE BRAIN, caused by COVID-19 mRNA Vaccines. And
the Morz paper showed spike protein in the blood vessel walls causing CNS vasculitis. Please
note  how  difficult  it  is  to  get  this  diagnosis  (2  of  the  4  cases  I  present  were  made  by
Neurology  specialists  at  the  Mayo  Clinic).
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